
 

 

RE: I am opposed to BYLAWS 2021-05 AND 2021-06 
 
Dear Mr. Mayor and Town Council, 
 
My name is Jane Whitney, and I have lived in Canmore long enough to have shopped at 
Marras, Canmore’s only grocery store at the time. My daughter remembers how she 
could walk in and get a corn dog at lunch and all she had to do was sign the account with 
the last four numbers of our phone number, backwards. Times change, big box grocery 
stores move in, but we continue to strive to keep the community spirit. Mike Gordon of 
Stonewaters kept the historic Marra’s building; the Town named the street Marras Way. 
This is an example of the cohesive, engaged, diverse, inclusive “Neighbourhood” we 
voiced in 2006 with the Mining the Future vision for Canmore.  
 
Recently a friend posted an image of lynx tracks in the snow walking her sister’s dog 
here in Canmore. Seeing the great horned owl along spring creek a few springs back was 
a thrill for some of us, and the other day, as I was driving down from the Nordic Center, a 
Northern Harrier glided right in front of my windshield before dropping down into 
Canmore Creek. Whether it is a bear walking across the landscape, a flock of mallards on 
the wing overhead at dusk or nuthatches’s yank yanking as they busily move down the 
mature tree branches and trunks, wildlife brings a sense of awe for many of us who live 
here. This is an example of how our identity is based on our profound sense of place, 
which we voiced in 2006 in the Mining the Future vision for Canmore.   
 
In 2006, the three foundational values identified for Canmore were Sustainability, 
Diversity, and Connectedness, and some of main components for the Vision for Canmore 
included our unique identity and environment stewardship. This vision and value was the 
framework for our Municipal Development Plan (MDP) in 2016 to guide the community 
on its path toward greater sustainability by integrating the community’s vision with 
municipal planning and decision-making. The MDP 2016 set the Town’s overall policy 
direction for community land use decision, and all planning documents such as area 
structure plans and the land use bylaw are aligned with it.  
 
Canmore is geographically bounded, and we share the area with other species, which 
means there are physical realities. We all agreed to pay attention to the ecosystem health 
in terms of ecological integrity. To do so requires demonstration of individual and 
community responsibility towards the natural environment. It requires real leadership to 
stick to our vision and remain true to our values. Bylaw 2021-05 and 2021-06 goes 
against MDP 2.1.4 as the2021-06 requires we extend our urban boundary by ~33 ha into 
conservation lands that are not designated for urban development.  
 
Sadly I am discovering Three Sisters Mountain Village (TSMV) is exempt from our 
wildlife corridor guides in our Municipal Development Plan as well as with the Bow 
Corridor Ecosystem Advisory Group (BCEAG). This is based on the wrong interpretation 
of the Natural Resources Conservation Board (NRCB) decision in 1992.  
 
As Dr. Robert Powell, former director of Science and Technology for the NRCB wrote:  



 

 

 
“What is at stake here is whether large mammal populations of the central Canadian 
Rockies remain viable or dwindle away as they have done elsewhere” 
 
In 1992, the NRCB concluded that the blockage of wildlife movement would constitute a 
major impact on certain species and consequently, regional ecosystems. It addressed this 
potential impact in five different ways, including  
 

• the retention of wildlife movement corridors be left in as undeveloped a state as 
possible on the Three Sisters property was a condition of the project approval.  

• The board offered recommendations to the Provincial Govt regarding the design 
and designation of these corridors 

• The establishment of corridors was to be overseen by the Provincial Govt, with 
input from the proposed Regional Ecosystem Advisory Group 

• The applicant undertakings regarding corridor design and associated land use 
were incorporated into the project approval 

• The board recommended measures to promote a regional ecosystem perspective 
when establishing wildlife corridors on the Three Sisters property and surround 
land 

 
Similar to what is written in our Municipal Development Plan “ The MDP is designed 
and intended to be read and used in a comprehensive manner. Sections and policies are 
closely connected to each other, and need to be read in context and not in isolation from 
each other”,  I believe the intent of the NRCB decision was clear and their decision must 
be read in context and not in isolation from each other. IF YOU HAVE ANY DOUBT 
WHAT WAS INTENDED, GO BACK TO THE NRCB AND CLARIFY THEIR 
INTENT.  
 
Our MDP 2016 explicitly requires that land uses adjacent to wildlife corridors be 
‘consistent with’ the corridor criteria of the 2012 BCEAG guidelines, with the exception 
of TSMV. This is wrong, and you have the power to make it right. The NRCB 
recommended that corridors correspond with known movement routes of animals. There 
is nothing right about cutting off the functional Three Sisters Along the Valley Corridor 
and Across Valley Corridor between Three Sisters and Stewart Creek to connecting with 
the Wind Valley area, including fencing off the Stewart Creek golf course which is 60% 
of the wildlife corridor. Bylaws 2021-05 goes against Canmore Land Use Bylaw 
14.16.4.1 (b) + (c) with the minimum set backs for golf maintenance facilities and the 
golf clubhouse. The unfinished Three Sisters Center golf course is known locally as the 
Serengeti of Canmore, frequented by wolves, bear, elk, and owl to name a few. Stewart 
Creek wildlife underpass is one of the most used underpasses in South Canmore, with 
close to 500 animals passing through annually (pers comm K. Heuer)   
 
We can show true leadership with the vision that we want to preserve our environment in 
ways that ensure our future generations will enjoy the same opportunities and quality of 
life as our current generation. We do not agree with the science behind Rick Blackwood’s 
Smith Creek wildlife corridor, and you do have the power behind the land use zoning and 



 

 

place buffers to these environmentally sensitive areas. You did a great job reworking the 
wildlife corridor designation on the west side of Three Sisters Creek which was a 
collaborative process between the Town and Three Sisters even though the Province had 
already approved corridors in this area. Please, Mr. Mayor and Town council and David 
Taylor of TSMV, show leadership that will save this critical habitat and corridors needed 
so badly to connect the current well used Stewart Creek underpass to Wind Valley 
recognized by the NRCB critical to wildlife.  
 
It’s true that everyone wants a piece of Canmore. The opinions out there from non-
Canmore residents rage  “Townies hate outsiders and change and growth” to “I’ve got my 
piece of real estate, the rest of you have to stay out” to “It’s just another battle between 
environmentalists whining about the environment and wildlife and the builders; it’s 
happened before, and it’ll happen again” to “There is no vision on how Canmore could 
be a nature’s show piece” to “Both conversations are about value. We put too much value 
on the present and not enough value on the future”.  Canmore is certainly in the news. 
The world is watching. We need to show tremendous leadership in sticking to what we all 
believe in which includes: 
 
Bylaw 2016-03 specifically states that Canmore is located in an extraordinary 
environmental setting and a special place in the Rocky Mountains. The Bow Valley is 
recognized as a critical component of the Rocky Mountain ecosystem which is essential 
to the connectivity of wildlife habitat in the region. The Town’s boundary contains 
important montane habitat that supports diverse animal and plant species. 
Since 1998, Canmore Councils have continued to protect the locations of both the Three 
Sisters Along the Valley Corridor and Across Valley Corridor under the CW 
Conservation of Wildlands zoning in the Land Use Bylaw. The only permitted land uses 
according to these bylaws are wildlife corridor and wildlife habitat. I believe your 
supporting Bylaw 2021-05 and 2021-06 disrespects the hard won work we have done in 
the past to bring the vision we have for Canmore to fruition.  
 
We need to put the wildlife and the habitat they require first before designing the build 
around these corridors and habitat patches. Imagine the possibility of the TSMV, wildlife 
professionals and the Town working together to create the vision Canmore has voiced.  
 
The NRCB recognized that natural resources highly valued in society are often valued by 
many people for different reasons, thereby practically assuring controversy over their use. 
In the long run, the different reasons for seeing wildlife and the landscape they depend 
upon as important actually tend to merge. For Three Sisters Mountain Village to be 
economically healthy over time, such development must accord with the goal of 
preserving or maintaining those resources that make it attractive. Because the value of 
wilderness appears to be increasing worldwide the importance of maintaining the 
wilderness areas which we have is all the more pressing.  
 
Not to mention that the grizzly bears still are a threatened species within the province of 
Alberta.  
 



 

 

In 1992, the NRCB heard Three Sisters suggest that 70% of all residential units would be 
permanent residents, and 30% vacation homes. At the moment, the Town has no way of 
knowing the population on Three Sisters properties or whether residential units are 
permanent residents or vacation homeowners until our next census this year. A quick 
survey of friends living on Three Sisters lands indicate the trend is more residential units 
are vacation homeowners.  
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The NRCB understood at build an expected 15,000 persons, along with 2425 hotel 
rooms, and 6085 residential units, which were to include 700 staffing units.  In the 2014 
census, 6300 people were living on the Three Sisters Development, and 2600 residential 
units were built.  
 
While the Town is not obligated to meet any specific number requirement put out by the 
NRCB approval (Josh Welsh, per comm), the harm of approving Bylaw 2021-05 and 
2021-06 is far too great for our environment, wildlife and sense of place demonstrated by 
the following grafts: 
 
Population of 2021-05 and 2021-06 approval will increase the population of the Three 
Sisters Properties to 20,800 based on a 2014 census. It could likely be higher. 
 

 
 
Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06 is intended to replace Bylaw 1-98DC 3.9.2.4 which only 
permitted an additional 3447 total residential units. TSMV is asking for 6750 more 
residential units, which does not include the additional 3100 secondary units and 420 
PAH units summarized in the following graph. This is roughly three times the number of 
residential units approved in 2004. The Town has no idea what low to modest housing 
means. 
 
Mr. Mayor and Council, you have approved 14,500 more persons as well as an additional 
6750 residential units (+ 3100 secondary suites and 420 PAH) . Each unit comes with at 
least one car, if not two. Of the expected 2425 hotel rooms, Three Sisters can boast 112 
rooms at WorldMark. Suggesting that tourist homes are to replace hotel rooms is far 
reaching. It is not enforceable, and does not bring the commercial tax base you are 
looking for.  
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While the Town of Canmore originally annexed this land in the late eighties for the 
purpose of development, in 2021 we have a vision of a healthy mountain landscape and 
we have declared a climate emergency with a goal of reducing our 2015 emissions levels 
by 80% in 2050. Three Sisters having at build out of a potential 9750 residential units, 
with likely many of them second home owners if history shows us anything, as well as a 
population of 20,800 based on a census taken six years ago does not set us in the right 
direction of our climate emergency goals as indicated by the graph below of emission 
sources. 
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Canmore is expected to be a leader in environment stewardship. Honor our Municipal 
Development Plan and show true leadership with the vision that we have voiced and have 
written into our MDP to preserve our environment in ways that ensure our future 
generations will enjoy the same opportunities and quality of life as our current 
generation. 
 
Thank you for your kind attention, and courage to do the right thing, for now and future 
generations.. Please do not pass the 2021-05 and 2021-06 bylaws.  We can do much, 
much better by following our current MDP and Land Use bylaws, and working with the 
province to showcase Canmore as an example of a town co-existing with wildlife, and 
taking climate change seriously.  
 
All the very best, 
 
  
Jane Whitney 
933 16 Street 
Canmore, AB T1W 1X4 
janewhitney@telus.net 


